
Claiming Turn Back 
This is a reminder for those that may have forgotten or do not 
know how to claim your turn back properly. You can only claim 
your turn back AHEAD of the person or persons who were called 
behind you out of Tucson. If they arrive back in Tucson before you 
do, you have the option to claim your turn back. It is NOT who you 
follow on the board, nor can you claim your turn DOWN the board 
if you happen to runaround someone. If they choose not to claim 
their turn back, so be it. Engineers may claim their turn back 
within two (2) hours of tie-up time without the assistance of the 
Local Committee. After two hours you will need to contact one of 
us to reposition you. Please note that a reposition may only occur 
for up to 12 hours after tie-up time. 

The following mileposts represent the location at which you MUST 
show your arrival time. NOT when you are relieved from your train 
or walk into the yard office: 

Yuma to Tucson - 977.0  
Santa Teresa/El Paso to Tucson - 989.0 Nogales to Tucson - 
3.244 

Shoves
If you are first out on the pool you must take a shove. If you are 
not first out, but you answer the phone, you must take the shove. 
The only way to be released from a shove is if you are not 
qualified. When you make your claim for being shoved, it is a non-
service, “make whole” claim. Please be sure to include in your 
verbiage that you were “used in emergency service”. We DO NOT 
volunteer for shoves. They must call the pools in order.



The pools will now begin to flip so I can only assume that “on 
demand” layoffs will be restricted. Use the pre-arranged system 
as much as possible. As we all know, holding your turn does not 
create a vacancy for them to fill. If you are denied a hold turn, 
please call one of the Local Committee members and we will 
speak with a CMS manager on your behalf. If you are forced to 
use a non-compensated day, call your respective manager and 
leave a message if needed.

Where are Yard Limits? 
How you find the location for identifying yard limits: 

Open the menu on MyUP and then click on the Crew tab. Under 
the Crew tab you will find Timekeeping References. Open this tab 
and you will find 25-mile zone maps. This will allow you to display 
the current map for your location. These maps will also allow you 
to identify the yard limits and the starting and ending points of the 

25-mile zones for each terminal. The green section displayed on 
the map represents the yard limits for the terminal. As an 
example: 

Westward out of Tucson, the yard limits end at milepost 977.0 
Eastward out of Tucson, the yard limits end at milepost 988.09 for 
Track 1, and 989.0 for Track 2  
For the Nogales branch, the yard limits end at milepost 3.244 

These mileposts also represent the location at which you must 
show your arrival time. NOT when you are relieved from your train 
or walk into the yard office. 

Note: You may not be able to open these maps outside of a 
terminal at the yard office. 



Can they swap me, Is there a claim? Road/
Yard Violation 

We would like to clarify a couple of misunderstandings as it 
pertains to Road Crews doing work online or at the initial/final 
terminal. We have seen an increase in this activity, and it will only 
continue as the Union Pacific implements their Unified 2020 Plan. 

Most of us have experienced the swapping of crews online. The 
Engineer Pool Freight Agreement does allow for this provided it is 
a straight away move, and it is not a different class of service. 
That said, you may still swap to a local and bring it into the yard if 
there is no work to be done online (that is considered a straight 

away move). However, please continue to make the claim for 
being used in a different class of service if this occurs. Also, if you 
are swapped to another train within the switching limits of a 
terminal, you should be making a claim for a Road/Yard violation. 

If you are called for a train that has scheduled work at the initial or 
final terminal, that is your work, (hours of service allowing). 
Arbitration Award 458 defines what work is permissible WITHOUT 
additional compensation in connection with your OWN train. Per 
this award you may make two (2) straight pickups or two (2) 
straight setouts in connection with your train with no additional 
compensation. If you exceed these parameters, or you perform 
other than straight setouts or pickups, there is a claim to be made 
per this award. 

We are NOT saying to just simply “do as you’re told” when it 
comes to performing work. If by performing a task it would be a 
violation of our agreements, we want you to say that to whomever 
is telling you to do the work. If you are unsure, please contact me 



or a Vice Local Chairman. If after informing them of an agreement 
violation you are instructed to do the work anyway, then you must 
do it. 

Off District claim (RE71/RE73 pools)
The following email pertains to eastbound train crews arriving the 
Tucson terminal only. Be sure to make a claim for being used “off 
district” under the following conditions:

* You are instructed to take your train to Ajo road for any reason.
* You will be using the number 1 track beyond 36th street to get to 
Ajo road.

The foundation for this claim comes from the location of the 
switching limits on the east end of Tucson yard. For the number 1 
track the limits are 988.09. For the number 2 track the limits are 
989.0. Be sure to accurately report this on your FRA page. You 
will also need to include the authorizing manager’s name or 
initials. 

-- CLAIM VALIDATION INFORMATION --                                            
CLAIM VALIDATION COMPLETE?          YES                                        
CLAIM START                         06/06/19 10:44                             
CLAIM END                           06/06/19 11:20                             
SUBDIVISION                         LORDSBURG                                  
MILEPOST LOCATION                   989                                        
AUTHORIIZING OFFICER'S NAME         DAVID NEVILLE   
                            
                                                                               
 -- REQUIRED COMMENTS / REMARKS --                                             
INSTRUCTED TO RUN THROUGH TERMINAL TO MP989 FOR CREW 
CHANGE


